What is it?
The Martini™ is a lush, analog chorus who’s tone is truly intoxicating. With two different speed controls
that can be switched on the fly, The Martini™ acts as two completely different pedals in one. The second
channel also has a switch for “Shaken” or “Stirred” to select either chorus or vibrato to add even more
tonal combinations to the mix. The Martini™ also features a real bucket-brigade analog delay chip at its
core which gives it that true, old-school chorus warmth and swirl.
So, belly up to the bar, skip the brew and instead, have yourself a classic Martini™.
How does it work?
Check to see if your Martini™ came with a 9 Volt battery. If for some reason it didn’t, make sure to use an
alkaline battery or just use the DC power jack.
Important: Only use a 9 Volt, 200mA, negative tip DC adaptor like the Boss PSA 120.
At first glance the controls may not seem to make much sense. Here’s a breakdown of what
they do...
Order = Turns the effect on
Mix = Master depth control for both channels
Single = Rate control for channel one
Double = Rate control for channel two
Shaken = Sets channel two to Vibrato
Stirred = Sets channel two to Chorus
How Strong? = Switches between the two channels
In = Plug your guitar into this
Out = Output to your amp
Juice = 9 Volt power supply jack
The “Mix” depth control works for both channels and is very sensitive to how fast the rate (“Single” or
“Double”) is. You can make your Martini™ sound very sickly if you have both your depth and rate up quite
a ways so make sure you don’t go overboard. For a nice balanced vibrato tone on channel 2, try setting
your switch to “Shaken”, set your “Mix” to about 12 o’clock and your “Double” rate control somewhere
between
12 o’clock and 3 o’clock.
What if it breaks?
All Tortuga Effects have a Three Year Warranty. I want you to be confident in the fact that your pedal will
always work, so if you have any problems with it (“problems” do not include dropping it, backing over it
with your truck or dropping it and backing over it with your truck) please contact an authorized Tortuga
Effects dealer or just contact me directly and I’ll get it taken care of.
Enjoy your cool new noisemaker!
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